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alfernance of Takkola-Kakkola  as the  name  of  a city
and as the name  of a plant.   We had not then to search
for  the  starting  point of thifc alternance.    Now  we can
see that it brings us  back  to  the  play  of the Austro-
Asiatic     preformatives.     The     Lepcha     dictionary    of
Mainwaring and Griinwedel gives, p. 10, Kak-lo    "carda-
moms, Amomum," and p. 116 ta-Ul "a kind  of fern,
Asplenium esculentnm"  t.-k^li " the same as vegetable."
We have  left aside  also the names of vegetables which
merit a special  study ;  we will  point   out  here   as  a
specimen  of possible researches  only synonymous words
of ksuma and uma f< the flax "  which  are  related  to the
difficult problem of  the history of flax and  which sound
so strangely like the Chinese designation hu*ma l always
interpreted, on the strength  of the characters, as " the
Iranian (Au) hemp (ma) " ;  but  Japanese has,  for Linum
nsifatissimum,   a-ma 2   where   Iran   has   nothing   to  do
and beside the character for hemp 3  which  is read wa
in Chinese, is read as a*a  in Japanese.    It is significant
that   the   derivatives   of the two   Sanskrit   forms   fall
under    two   categories :    ksauma^ from    ksuma,    applies
only to the tissue of flax,  to the wrought flax ;  aumwa.
and umya  (Pan.,  5,  2, 4,  and  Pat., ad, loc< ; Amara, 2,
9, 7 ;  Hemacandia,  967) apply only   to   the   field in
which the plant is cultivated,    The history of the goddess
Uma-Parvatl should be reconsidered  from  this  point of
view.    We can still  observe that though Ttsauma and  its
congeners  have subsisted  up to the present  time,  uma
and  its   derivatives    have    altogether   disappeared after
Panini, being replaced by the word  atati and  its deriva-
tives.    Perhaps  the ancient name of the plant, sanctified
/fe  ' &   fa ' fa

